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REXX for CICS: Part Two
By  D e nn i s  B e c k

IN last month’s column, we described the features of CICS for
REXX and gave instructions for installation. I hope that the last

article sparked your interest, and you have REXX for CICS installed in
a test region. This article will explain how to use the REXX for CICS
development system, and provide examples of many of the features
described in the last article. We will conclude with a full example of a
utility that updates a VSAM file of terminal names. In the next article,
we will explore the more advanced features and convert the VSAM
utility to a full screen one.

REXX FOR CICS DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENT

Once REXX has been installed in the CICS region, and the
region is brought up, you enter the REXX environment using the
REXX transaction. Remember to log on to the region, or you will
get security errors. When the first user accesses the REXX envi-
ronment for the first time, you will get a momentary delay when
this transaction executes for the first time. There is a way to put the
REXX initialization in the PPT so that REXX initializes as part of
CICS start up. After a small delay, you should get the message
“Enter a REXX command or Exit to quit” at the top of the screen,
and the cursor is placed on the bottom line. You are now in the
REXX shell, and can enter any REXX for CICS command and the
command will be executed immediately. For example, we can enter
“say “hello”<enter>”, and “SAY “HELLO” followed by “HELLO”
will be placed on lines three and four of your 3270 session. The
command line shell is a good place to try REXX commands that
you are not positive of their syntax or execution, and interactively
see the responses. For example, if you issue, “CEMT I TER”, you
can then issue the “SAY CEMTEOUT” to see the format of the
REXX for CICS CEMT command. With the shell, you also have a
recall buffer that remembers the last ten commands given, and they
can be retrieved by using the PF12 key.

REXX FOR CICS HELP SYSTEM

The REXX for CICS Help, which is basically the REXX for CICS
manual in an online format, can be accessed by entering the “HELP”
command (see FIGURE 1). You can also use “HELP <subject>”, to have
the help system find the first occurrence of <subject> in the help file, but
this is not always the best idea. It is better to give the “HELP” command,
and bring up the index. Once in the help index screen (again FIGURE 1),
you can enter the subject in the “Please enter the search word OR the
index number:” field and you will get a list of topics that have the string
you enter in them. Figure 2 shows the list of items for CEMT. You can
also page down (PF8) and up (PF7) and put the cursor on the index item
that you are interested in and hit <enter>. This will bring the selected
topic for browse, and select either individual items, or “ALL” to be taken
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FIGURE 1: REXX FOR CICS HELP



to every item in turn. When you are finished, you can press the PF3 key
to go onto the next item, if you selected “ALL”, or return to the list of
index items if either you are at the end of the “ALL” list, or only selected
one item. Selections from the help list are stacked and pressing PF3 pops
you up one level. Since the Help system is essentially the REXX for
CICS manuals with a searchable index, and as I stated in the previous
article, the REXX for CICS manuals supply information for a wide range
of REXX programming experience, from novice to master, you should
not need a physical reference manual. Overall, the Help system, like the
manual, is comprehensive, well thought out, and very useful.

THE EDITOR AND THE FILE LIST

The REXX for CICS Development system completes its goal of being
a self-sufficient environment by having a built in full screen editor and file
system browser. The Editor, invoked by “EDIT <filename>”, is similar to
ISPF Edit, or XEDIT, with some limitations. The editor is started by the
“EDIT <filename>.<ext>” REXX shell command. If you are creating a
REXX file, use EXEC as the <ext> part, for example TEST.EXEC. Once
in the editor, you can get help by pressing PF1. Like I stated before, the edi-
tor is a stripped down version of the ISPF editor, and most of the line and
block commands function the same way on many 3270 full screen editors.
The only command that functions markedly different than ISPF edit is the
insert (I) command. Instead of giving you a new insert line after hitting
enter, you go back to the non-insert state. If you are used to typing an “I”
and inserting lines, without doing anything else, you are going to have to
get used to this. You can do a “I<single-digit-number>” to insert multiple
lines, but this is not what many users are familiar with, but with the alter-
native of going into ISPF, editing a file, then going back to CICS to exe-
cute the REXX program, this idiosyncrasy is probably something you will
learn to live with. In addition, you can write macros in REXX for CICS
that execute inside the editor, and issue many of the editor commands.

Another important piece of information you should be aware of is that
the file you are editing is within the REXX file system (RFS) and not a
member of a PDS. In my previous article, I explained that the RFS is a hier-
archical file system like MSDOS, and is much more flexible than a PDS.
REXX for CICS has utility functions that can import and export files from
the RFS to PDS’s, but you will find the REXX development environment

sufficient for most development needs. Besides a hierarchical file system
which allows for a nested file structure, two other main features of the file
system that are major improvements over PDS’s are in compression and
security. As everyone who does development using PDS’s knows, repeti-
tive saving of a PDS member eventually causes the PDS to become full,
and in need of a compression. Sometimes, especially in CICS develop-
ment, it is sometimes very difficult to compress a library if it is allocated to
CICS. Using the RFS system, you do not have this issue at all. Since the
underlying file system is a VSAM file, saving an RFS file reuses the file
space, and therefore the file only becomes full when there is actually no
space left. The security features of RFS are also much more full featured,
and allow directories to be accessed only by the owner (PRIVATE), all
users read only (PUBLICR), all users read/write (PUBLICW), and access
granted by external security manager (SECURED). For development
processes the first three alone give much more flexibility than the normal
development cycle using PDS’s. The development process can also be
aided by using the REXX file list viewer (FLST).

To enter the FLST system use the FLST command from the CICS for
REXX environment. FLST gives the developer a birds eye view of his
directory structure and allows the user to edit, run, delete, and rename
files from a full screen perspective (see FIGURE 3), making the develop-
ment process much more straightforward. In addition, the REXX com-
mand line is available for running test commands, and viewing results,
without leaving the FLST environment. The example in FIGURE 3 shows
the line command to edit a REXX program called ‘TEST.EXEC”. You
can also create REXX EXECS to issue a list of RLST or REXX for CICS
commands that create a MACRO facility inside the FLST environment.
A common use of this facility would be to tailor PF keys to suit an indi-
vidual’s taste, or promote debugged REXX EXECS to production.

CICS COMMAND LEVEL INTERFACE

The CICS for REXX environment would be rather useless if it did not
have access to the CICS API. Rather than implement a series of subrou-
tines that hide the CICS API from the user, like some so-called 4GLs
available for CICS, the REXX for CICS developers created a facility
much like CECI, where all API commands, and most of the parameters
are accessible to the programmer, with the command results placed into
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FIGURE 2: ITEM LIST FOR CEMT FIGURE 3: LINE COMMAND FOR REXX PROGRAM



REXX variables. Because the programmer
passes a string to the API interface, the pro-
grammer can dynamically build the EXEC
command, which is certainly not a feature
available in normal CICS programming envi-
ronments, without a lot of effort.

LOOK MA, NO TASKS

Another feature that may interest veteran
CICS programmers is the lack of requirement for
pseudo-conversational programming. For those
unfamiliar with CICS programming, it is sug-
gested that CICS programs not wait for terminal
input by hanging on a terminal read because
each program instance could reserve large
amounts of CICS resources. The solution to this
problem is to code each program in a way to ter-
minate rather than hang at a terminal read, then
after the user hits an action key (enter or PF), the
program determines its previous state, and con-
tinues as if it had not been terminated at all. This
process is known as pseudo-conversational pro-
gramming and it puts a large burden on the
CICS programmer’s coding skills. REXX for
CICS handles this process internally, and if you
have a program waiting on user input, you will
not see any task active until the user hits an
action key. If anyone finds this feature objec-
tionable, this facility can be turned off via the
PSUEDO command. Now that we have
described REXX for CICS’s interface to the
CICS API, we are ready for an example.

THE EXAMPLE

Presented in FIGURES 4 and 5 is a simple
example of a file update utility that adds,
deletes, and lists a VSAM file. The VSAM file
has a 10 byte key starting at position 1, and an
80 byte record length. The utility first prompts
the user for the type of action to be executed
against the file, add, delete or list. If the com-
mand is add or delete, the user is then
prompted for the terminal or network name to
be added or deleted, and then the program
takes the appropriate action. The LIST func-
tion does a CICS STARTBR (start browse),
and then loops through the file, displaying
every record in turn. A common routine,
PRINTRESP, is called to decode the result of
the CICS API command, and decodes any
common responses into human readable form.
If the condition is not an “acceptable” error,
like duplicate record for ADD or record not
found for DELETE, the routine prints out the
RESP and RESP2 codes. This routine also
notices the “acceptable” responses from the
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/* REXX FILE TO ADD RECORD TO TERMINAL EXCEPTION FILE */           
SAY 'UTILITY TO ADD EXCEPTION TERMINALS TO TERMINAL EXCEPTION FILE'
SAY                                                                
NAMEPROMPT = 'GIVE TERMANAL OR NET NAME:'                          
DO FOREVER                                                         

SAY 'GIVE COMMAND (ADD, DELETE, LIST, END) : '                  
PULL TTYPE                                                      
SAY TTYPE                                                       
SELECT                                                          

WHEN TTYPE = 'ADD' THEN DO                                   
SAY NAMEPROMPT                                            
PULL TNAME                                                
SAY TNAME                                                 
TNAME = LEFT(TNAME,10)                                    
TREC = LEFT(TNAME || DATE('U') || TIME(),80)              
"CICS WRITE FILE(TEXCEPT) RIDFLD(TNAME) FROM(TREC)"       
IF (RC \= 0) THEN                                         

CALL PRINTRESP                                         
ELSE SAY 'RECORD ADDED'                                   

END                                                          
WHEN TTYPE = 'DELETE' THEN DO                               

SAY NAMEPROMPT                                           
PULL TNAME                                               
SAY TNAME                                                
TNAME = LEFT(TNAME,10)                                   
"CICS DELETE FILE(TEXCEPT) RIDFLD(TNAME)"                
IF (RC \= 0) THEN                                        

CALL PRINTRESP                                        
ELSE SAY 'RECORD DELETED'                                

END                                                         
WHEN TTYPE = 'LIST' THEN DO                                 

BROWSEFLAG = 1                                           
TNAME = LEFT(" ",10)                                     
"CICS STARTBR FILE(TEXCEPT) RIDFLD(TNAME)"               
IF (RC \= 0) THEN DO                                     

CALL PRINTRESP                                        
END                                                      
DO WHILE (BROWSEFLAG)                                    

'CICS READNEXT FILE(TEXCEPT) RIDFLD(TNAME) INTO(TREC)'
IF (RC \= 0) THEN DO                                  

CALL PRINTRESP   
LEAVE            

END                 
SAY TREC            

END                    
SAY 'END OF LIST'      

END                       
WHEN TTYPE = 'END' THEN DO

LEAVE                  
END                       
OTHERWISE DO              

SAY "INVALID COMMAND"  
END                       

END                          
END                             
SAY 'UTILITY ENDED'             
EXIT                            
PRINTRESP:                      

RESP = C2D(EIBRESP)          
RESP2 = C2D(EIBRESP2)        
IF (RESP = 13) & (RESP2 = 80) THEN DO                        

SAY 'RECORD NOT FOUND'                                    
BROWSEFLAG = 0                                            

END                                                          
ELSE IF (RESP = 14) & (RESP2 = 150) THEN                     

SAY 'DUPLICATE RECORD'                                    
ELSE IF (RESP = 20) & (RESP2 = 90) THEN                      

BROWSEFLAG = 0                                            
ELSE                                                         

SAY 'EIBRESP =' C2D(EIBRESP) ', EIBRESP2 = ' C2D(EIBRESP2)
RETURN

FIGURE 4: FILE UPDATE UTILITY



STARTBR/READNEXT API commands and
sets a variable to cause the loop in the LIST
function to terminate without any errors. You
can get a visual display of the program execu-
tion by adding a “TRACE A” command after
the first line, or “TRACE !A” will trace pro-
gram execution without executing any inter-
face commands, which could be useful for
tracing potentially damaging programs.

CEMT AND CEDA INTERFACES

After exploring the REXX for CICS API
interface, you are going to find that the API does
not support any of the system programming
interface (SPI) functions. While this feature lack
will not impact any application programming
applications, it is a limitation for any system
programming projects. With a lot of investiga-
tion into the data structures manuals, one could
duplicate these features with the STORAGE
function, which allows reading and writing of
arbitrary CICS storage, although the program
would probably be very portable to new releases
or PTF’s. Luckily, REXX for CICS implements
interfaces to CEMT and CEDA, which allows
the programmer to intercept into a REXX vari-
able the output of these commands. This inter-
face takes care of most of the SPI functions,
except for queued requests (REQIDs). On the
other hand, the CEDA interface creates perma-
nent definitions on the CSD that can be installed
programmatically, rather than the temporary
definitions created by the SPI interface. Unlike
the CICS CEMT interface, the CEMT and
CEDA interfaces take the same abbreviations
that the terminal commands accept. Any warn-
ings or errors are reported in variable CEMT-
TOUT, and the results of the command set
REXX variable CEMTEOUT. The variable
names seem to be backward with the terminal
output in the “E” variable, and the error output in
the “E” variable. There is a limit of approxi-
mately 28K to the length of the result of the
CEMT command, which will probably not be a
limitation except when inquiring about terminals
in a TOR. This limit can be gotten around by the
use of generics and programming. The result of
the CEMT command, returned in CEMTEOUT
and CEMTTOUT, is not a simple string, but con-
tains binary data, and variable length strings
embedded in the result variables. The first word
(two bytes) contains the inclusive length of the
string, the next word contains the number of
message lines returned, and the third word con-
tains the highest message severity. Following
these three words are variable length data, which
has either the diagnostic message (CEMTE-
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FIGURE 5: FILE UPDATE UTILITY

/* REXX                                                       
/* DISPLAY THE OUTPUT OF A CEMT OR CEDA COMMAND               
ARG CMD                                                       
CEMTEOUT = ""                                                 
CEMTTOUT = ""                                                 
CMD                                                           
SAY 'RC =' RC                                                 
IF (RC >= 8) & (CEMTTOUT \= "") THEN DO                       

CALL PRTLINES "CEMTTOUT"                                   
END                                                           
ELSE SAY 'CEMTTOUT IS NULL'                                   
IF (RC < 8) & (CEMTEOUT \= '') THEN DO                        

CALL PRTLINES "CEMTEOUT"                                   
END                                                           
ELSE SAY 'CEMTEOUT IS NULL'                                   
EXIT                                                          
PRTLINES: PROCEDURE EXPOSE CEMTTOUT CEMTEOUT CEDAEOUT CEDATOUT

ARG VNAME                                                  
VVAL = VALUE(VNAME)                                        
PARSE VAR VVAL TLEN 3 NLINES 5 HRC 7 LINES                 
PARSE VAR VVAL TLEN 3 NLINES 5 HRC 7 LINES                        
TLEN = C2D(TLEN); NLINES = C2D(NLINES); HRC = C2D(HRC)            
SAY VNAME || ', TOTAL LEN =' TLEN || ', NUMBER OF LINES =' NLINES,

|| ', HIGH RC =' HRC                                          
NUM = 0                                                           
DO WHILE (LINES \= "")                                            

NUM = NUM + 1                                                  
NL = SUBSTR(LINES,1,1)                                         
LINES = SUBSTR(LINES,2)                                        
NLPOS = POS(NL, LINES)                                         
IF (NLPOS = 0) THEN DO                                         

LINE = LINES                                                
LINES = ""                                                  

END                                                            
ELSE DO                                                        

LINE = SUBSTR(LINES,1,NLPOS+1)                              
LINES = SUBSTR(LINES,NLPOS)                                 

END                                                            
NL = C2D(NL)                                                   
SAY NUM ": (" || D2X(NL,2) || ") :" LINE                       

END                                 
RETURN 

FIGURE 6: CEMT COMMAND OUTPUT



OUT) or multiple terminal lines beginning with NL (x04). The REXX pro-
gram (FIGURES 6 and 7) provides an interactive display of the CEMT (or
CEDA by changing variable names CEMTEOUT to CEDAEOUT and
CEMTTOUT to CEDATOUT) command output.

CONCLUSION

Up to this point, and while we have gone through the REXX for
CICS development system, highlighting many of the more useful
features, this was by no means a complete or even comprehensive
discussion of all the features available to REXX for CICS developers.
Never the less, you should be able to get started writing your own
REXX for CICS programs. Next time, we will concentrate on the run-
time facilities available to the programmer, debugging, and conversion
of the file update utility, presented in this article, to a full screen appli-
cation using the built in REXX for CICS panel function.  

NaSPA member Dennis Beck has been a computer programmer for over 25
years. He has worked in the software, manufacturing, retail, health care, and
telecommunications industries. He knows BAL, COBOL, REXX, Java, Python,
PHP, MYSQL,Visual Basic, SNOBOL and host of even more obscure languages.
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FIGURE 7: CEMT COMMAND OUTPUT


